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Willow weaving requires very few tools and the techniques are easy to follow
Features 20 projects suitable for all levels of expertise
Learn all about the different kinds of willow cuttings and how to choose the right one for
your project
Simple step-by-step instructions photographed in a desirable, rustic, pared -down lifestyle setting; the variety and seasons within the
author ’s lifestyle allow her to plant, harvest, create, educate and exhibit, passing on her knowledge and skills to an ever appreciative
audience.

Description
As natural materials such as wood, leather, rattan and cork continue to be used in the home, handmade woven objects, from bread
baskets and trays to stools and screens, are fast becoming the must-have accessories of the contemporary interior. Jenny’s approach is
innovative and moves forward beyond the old patterns and boundaries, to allow the reader to make work that is fresh and for
contemporary use.
Master basket maker and willow grower, Jenny Crisp, teaches you some of the key basket weaving techniques to make 20 simple
basketry projects without the need of complicated tools.

About the Author

I NF OR M A TI ON

Key Selling Points

ADVANC E

A Guide to Growing and Harvesting - Plus 20 Beautiful Woven
Projects

Jenny Crisp has been a professional basket maker and willow grower for over 30 years. She grows the willow to make her baskets that she
then sells directly to the public. After starting her training at Hereford College of Arts, she completed a degree in Woven Textiles at West
Surrey College of Art & Design. Jenny had always focused on creating three-dimensional woven objects as well as maintaining a key
interest in the environment. In 1985, she went on to do a one-year apprenticeship with the very accomplished basket maker and willow
grower, David Drew, sponsored by the Crafts Council. This was the stepping stone to her career as a prominent basket maker.
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